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	About Face 3: The Essentials of Interaction Design, 9780470084113 (0470084111), John Wiley & Sons, 2007
When the first edition of About Face was published in 1995, the idea of designing products based on human goals was a revolutionary concept. Thanks to the work of Alan Cooper and other pioneers, interaction design is now widely recognized as a unique and vital discipline, but our work is far from finished.
This completely updated volume presents the effective and practical tools you need to design great desktop applications, Web 2.0 sites, and mobile devices. This book will teach you the principles of good product behavior and introduce you to Cooper's Goal-Directed Design method, from conducting user research to defining your product using personas and scenarios. In short, About Face 3 will show you how to design the best possible digital products and services.     

       About the Author

For over 30 years Alan Cooper has been a pioneer of the modern computing era. His groundbreaking work in software design and construction has influenced a generation of programmers and business people—and helped a generation of users. He is best known as the "Father of Visual Basic," inventor of personas, and founder of Cooper, the leading design consultancy.   

   As Director of Design R&D at Cooper, Robert Reimann led dozens of design projects and helped develop many of the methods described in About Face 3. Currently, he is Manager of User Experience at Bose Corporation and President of IxDA, the Interaction Design Association.   

   David Cronin is Director of Interaction Design at Cooper, where he's led the design of products for such diverse users as surgeons, museum visitors, online shoppers, automobile drivers, financial analysts, and the elderly.       
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Modern Big Data Processing with Hadoop: Expert techniques for architecting end-to-end Big Data solutions to get valuable insightsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to design, build and execute effective Big Data strategies using Hadoop

	
		Key Features

		
			Get an in-depth view of the Apache Hadoop ecosystem and an overview of the architectural patterns pertaining to the popular Big Data platform
	
			Conquer different data...




		

Introduction to MATLAB for EngineersMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Formerly used mainly by specialists in signal processing and numerical
	analysis, MATLAB® in recent years has achieved widespread and enthusiastic
	acceptance throughout the engineering community. Many engineering
	schools now require a course based entirely or in part on MATLAB early in
	the curriculum. MATLAB is programmable and has...


		

Microsoft Windows 7 Administrator's Reference: Upgrading, Deploying, Managing, and Securing Windows 7Syngress Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Windows 7 Administrator's Reference gives you a complete overview of all the important day-to-day duties for which administrators are responsible. From a complete overview of upgrading and implementing to a detailed view of security in Windows 7, this book will keep you on track. Coverage includes: installing and...





	

The Art of Multiprocessor Programming, Revised ReprintMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Revised and updated with improvements conceived in parallel programming courses, The Art of Multiprocessor Programming is an authoritative guide to multicore programming. It introduces a higher level set of software development skills than that needed for efficient single-core programming. This book provides comprehensive coverage of...


		

The .NET Developer's Guide to Windows Security (Microsoft Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
  			  				The .NET Developer's Guide to Windows Security  			 is required reading for .NET programmers who want to develop secure Windows applications. Readers gain a deep understanding of Windows security and the know-how to program secure systems that run on...


		

Business Case Analysis with R: Simulation Tutorials to Support Complex Business DecisionsApress, 2018

	
		This tutorial teaches you how to use the statistical programming language R to develop a business case simulation and analysis. It presents a methodology for conducting business case analysis that minimizes decision delay by focusing stakeholders on what matters most and suggests pathways for minimizing the risk in strategic and...
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